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...reinstatement of the stone facings that have

...been to

...as loud hopefully) as it has been to

...to

...clean-up

...Chifley

...Staffing

...see Matthew Fish who replaces Luke. Do warmly

...Fran Antioch will be replacing Ruby Berry in Chifley

...management

...and where the

...Bike parking spaces will go ahead as agreed in

...deliveries is not able to work in wet weather

...underway will be via North Road.

...soon

...No official sign off for the whole project coming

...Peter Green is acting University Librarian,

...to the CAUL

...Proposed Education Committee Structures

...PhB/R&D Conditions of Award Committee

...first-year student attrition”

...Great discussion led by Mr Sunny Forsyth,

...How do we harness the capabilities of our

...includes exciting work on ORCiD implementation and

...data is relatively cheap. Given these features and the

...Academic combines the following features of existing

...RDA. The

...“eInfrastructure & Science Cloud” in DG Connect at the

...Australians attended to contribute to governance,

...think this is worth reading”.

...Nobel Laureates speak out against impact

...academics are, for the most part, uninterested in this

...report.

...Some very interesting articles in this new issue:

...about the importance of publishing works of high

...are being published, or whether enough effort is being

...has dropped from 99 to 59 since 2015. He is quoted as

...Dr Michael Jubb noted that the average sale of titles

...by

...say Springer Nature’s chief publishing officer

...Share research data for benefit of science,